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• Grab Tab – Click arrow to open/close
Control Panel.
• Muted
• View in Fullscreen mode

Audio PIN:
#

• Audio pane – Select audio format.
Select Telephone or Mic & Speakers
devices. When using telephone, be
sure to use your pin number (located
here).

• Raise Hand – When vocal
questions/comments are allowed, please
select the hand icon to get the presenter’s
attention. A red arrow means your hand is
raised.
• Handouts – when available, you are now
able to download handout materials from
this pane.

• Questions pane – If turned on by an
organizer, attendees can submit
questions and review answers.
Broadcast messages to attendees will
also show here.
− Type your question and click
Send to submit it to the
organizer
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DISCLAIMER

This presentation is for general information purposes only and is not intended and does not constitute
legal, reimbursement, coding, business or other advice. Furthermore, it is not intended to increase or
maximize payment by any payer. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a guarantee by
MedAxiom regarding levels of reimbursement, payment or charge, or that reimbursement or other
payment will be received. Similarly, nothing in this presentation should be viewed as instructions for
selecting any particular code. The ultimate responsibility for coding and obtaining
payment/reimbursement remains with the customer. This includes the responsibility for accuracy and
veracity of all coding and claims submitted to third party payers. Also note that the information
presented herein represents only one of many potential scenarios, based on the assumptions,
variables and data presented. In addition, the customer should note that laws, regulations, coverage
and coding policies are complex and updated frequently. Therefore, the customer should check with
their local carriers or intermediaries often and should consult with legal counsel or a financial, coding
or reimbursement specialist for any coding, reimbursement or billing questions or related issues. This
information is for reference purposes only. It is not provided or authorized for marketing use.
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CPT® DISCLAIMER

• CPT® copyright 2020 American Medical Association. All rights
reserved.
• CPT® is a registered trademark of the American Medical
Association
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CHANGING OFFICE OPERATIONS: GOALS

• Reduce risk of infection and spread of COVID-19
−

“Flatten the Curve”

• Patient safety
• Care team safety
• Conserve/protect critical workforce
• Keep patients at home
• Mitigate financial impact
• Use current experience to drive future care transformation
• Adapt to changing facts and events
• Preserve access to care
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HOW SHOULD PATIENT SCHEDULING BE CHANGED
TO MEET GOALS AND CLINICAL DEMANDS?

• Review current schedules. Call all patients (by
Physicians/APP’s), triage to:
− Must see face to face (Traditional visit)
− Safely able to reschedule to >3 months
− Need active management that can be provided virtually
(including by phone)
− See attached flowchart

• Document triage decision, disposition, type and
time of follow-up (liability issues)
• See all new patients unless identified as highly
elective (e.g. elective pre-op clearance).
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OFFICE VISIT TRIAGE FLOW CHART
ESTABLISHED PATIENT

NEW PATIENT

All new patient
appointments will be
seen

ACUTE PATIENT

All patients on the acute
schedule will be seen;
exception will be patients
placed on acute schedule
who are established patients
of the acute physician

Physician and nurse review daily patient
schedule to determine immediate clinical
needs to established patients

Patient is deemed
clinically stable and
care can be deferred

Patient presents in
office and is screened
using current
guidelines

Physician calls patient
and discusses need to
defer office visit and
briefly reviews patient
status

If "okay" visit is completed;
if patient has symptoms,
counseled to see PCP;
physician places Patient
Case in Athena if decision
made to not see patient

Physician places
Patient Case in Athena
describing conversation
and patient status

Patient requires clinical
management and visit
due to disease,
comorbidities etc

Face to Face office
visit required

Use of virtual office
visit option
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A BRAVE NEW WORLD …
• “Never let a good crisis go to waste” – Rahm
Emanuel
• “Let them say … this was their finest hour” –
Winston Churchill
• No going back … Virtual and Value
• This is changing hour to hour
• Be safe
• Be flexible
• Be kind
• Be ready
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CMS TELEHEALTH GUIDELINES
What We Know?
What Has Changed?

CMS Waiver = these
services may be
provided to patients by
professionals regardless
of patient location.

CMS Waiver = All
settings including the pts
home.

1

Originating Site

Service must be
furnished by a physician
or authorized
practitioner.

CMS “approved” list of
telehealth services

Individual receiving the
service must be located
@ telehealth originating
site – rural area and in a
medical facility

2

Services

Providers may be @
home.
This is not changed by
the waiver.

3

Qualified Providers
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CMS TELEHEALTH GUIDELINES
What We Know?
What Has Changed?

1

Service must be furnished to
an eligible telehealth individual
– established relationship.

Service must be furnished via an
audio and video interactive telecommunication systems.

Services are described by
HCPCS codes and paid under
the Physician Fee Schedule.

CMS Waiver = a policy of
“enforcement discretion”.

CMS Waiver = authorize use of
telephones that have audio and
video capabilities.

HHS will not conduct audits to
ensure that such a prior
relationship existed for claims
submitted during this public
health emergency.

HHS will exercise enforcement
discretion and waive penalties for
HIPAA violations to serve patients in
good faith through everyday
communications technologies
(Facetime and Skype)

Medicare uses the facility
payment rate when services
are furnished via telehealth.

Eligible Beneficiary

2

Communication

CMS Waiver = flexibility to
reduce or waive cost-sharing
for telehealth visits paid by
federal healthcare programs.

3

Reimbursement
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FLEXIBLE CODING TOOL

See CPT
For Full
Code
Descriptions
and add’l
Information

Note “Scenario”
at top of page
What follows this
are coding
guidance tailored
to each payor’s
instruction for
the scenarios
given
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COMMONALITIES
Many Requirements are the Same or Similar

Initiated by an
Established
Patient
CMS comment:
“HHS will not conduct
audits to ensure that
such a prior
relationship existed…”

Not originating
from the same or
a related E/M
service provided
within the
previous 7 days

Not leading to an
E/M service
within the next
24 hours or
soonest
available
appointment

Time based
coding
Pt consent and
acknowledgement of
potential out of
pocket – CMS
required, good idea
for all
Consent to be treated
using this technology.
Recommended
© 2020 MedAxiom
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MULTIPLE USE CODES
Virtual and/or Portal Communications
99421-99423
Cumulative work of addressing presenting patient’s
problem” that can transpire over a seven-day period.
The codes cover multiple types of communication, though
typically they would be done through secure electronic
health record portals.
Some basic rules covering the codes include:
If the work takes under five minutes, it is not reported.
Time worked cannot be counted twice or billed for under
another, separate code.
While the code is intended for an established patient, the
problem being addressed can be new.

See CPT For Full Information
See Payor Comments Specific
To This Emergency

99421-99423
Not for non evaluative electronic communications of test results,
scheduling appts, or other communication that does not include E/M.
Pts initiate through HIPAA secure such as EHR portal, secure email, or
other digital applications which allow digital communication.
Reported for time over a 7 day period. Time starts with provider’s
initial personal review of pt’s inquiry, includes review of records, data
pertinent to assessment of pt’s problem, interaction with clinical staff
focused on pt’s problem, personal physician or other QHP
development of management plans, including generating RX, or
ordering tests, subsequent communications with the pt through online,
telephone, email, or other digitally supported communications which
does not otherwise represent an E/M service.
Requires permanent documentation storage (electronic or hard) of the
encounter.
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KNOW YOUR PAYORS
Designate someone to monitor daily for updates
Have a clear communication plan with Clinicians and Coding/Billing
Consider designing a template to support whatever code is ultimately
going to be billed
Payor plans varied with Site of Service, Modifier Use, CPT Codes
Covered, and Patient out-of pocket expense
Should we consider holding our claims?
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Payor Coverage & Coding
CAUTION – This is a moving target
CMS – Multiple changes made
to assist us

Claim submission and pt cost
sharing varies

AETNA – Expanding

ANTHEM – adding

telemedicine to Advantage
plans, others less clear

telemedicine coverage for behavioral
health for our fully insured employer,
individual & Advantage, where
permissible Mcaid

CIGNA – covering

HUMANA – telemedicine

UHC – Expanding

G2012 & “99241”

fully covered for live video

Potential error and intended
99421 – attempting to confirm

Applies to advantage, Mcaid,
and commercial

telemedicine and others all
products

Medicaid – Check your state
some are expanding
telemedicine
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Template Design
Delivery method
Telephone audio only
Telephone audio & Video
Virtual

E/M eligible in
Emergency
coverage

Consent – For treatment using this
technology

Time of actual encounter – Required element
for all codes except E/M, but good to note on
those if code ultimately requires a conversion
• Patient has not been seen for the same or
similar reason in the previous 7 days

(different wording for HIPAA compliant versus
Non-compliant using emergency exception)
Consent – financial responsibility

• This encounter did not lead to a request for
an E/M service or procedure within the next
24 hours or soonest available appointment

1) Uses a consistent appointment type to identify a telephone/virtual
service (allows for administrative tracking/reporting)
2) Reason for visit = appt type This fires the dedicated template
3) Provider can still use any element of office visit structure, text macros,
etc. and/or free text or dictate
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CERNER EXAMPLES
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FLEXIBLE CODING TOOL

See CPT
For Full
Code
Descriptions
and add’l
Information

Note “Scenario”
at top of page
What follows this
are coding
guidance tailored
to each payor’s
instruction for
the scenarios
given
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JOIN US 3/26 FOR PART 3
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JOIN US 3/31 FOR PART 4
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VIDEO RESOURCES
• GoToMeeting https://www.gotomeeting.com/meeting/pricing
• Cisco WebEx https://www.webex.com/pricing/index.html
• Zoom - https://zoom.us/pricing
• Facetime (Apple), Google Duo (Android)
− Examples of emails to mask identity of providers
available in Hub, listserv.
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Q&A
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